Ultrasonic preparation of near-infrared emission cluster-based YbIII and NdIII coordination materials: Ratiometric temperature sensing, selective antibiotics detection and "turn-on" discrimination of l-arginine.
Currently near-infrared (NIR) luminescence of lanthanide ions has received great attention because of their unique emissions in the near-infrared region (800-1700 nm). These NIR luminescent materials behave excellent applications in many fields such as sensors and probes in optical amplification, laser systems, biological systems and organic light-emitting diodes. In this work, two new near-infrared (NIR) emission three-dimensional (3D) YbIII and NdIII cluster-based coordination materials, namely {[Yb2(L)2(DMF)(H2O)4]·(DMF)2 (H2O)}n (NIR-MOF 1) and [Nd(L)(DMF)2]n (NIR-MOF 2) (H3L = terphenyl-3,4″,5-tricarboxylic acid) have been synthesized through the facile sono-chemical preparation methods. Both the near-infrared materials 1 and 2 have been characterized by single crystal X-ray diffraction, powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Further the mixed-lanthanide near-infrared emission material Nd0.35Yb0.65L (NIR-MOF 3) can also be prepared under the sono-chemical conditions. NIR-MOF 3 can be successfully applied as the ratiometric NIR-MOF-based thermometer, which should origin from the emission intensity ratio between Yb3+ (976 nm) and Nd3+ (1056 nm) in the temperature range of 308-348 K. Besides these, the micro-morphologies of NIR-MOF 1 can be deliberately tuned through different sono-chemical reaction factors (reaction time, reaction temperature and sono-chemical powers). These tuned nano-sized materials NIR-MOF 1 (100 W, 80 min) can be utilized as the fluorescent sensing material to distinguish furazolidone and sulfasalazine from other antibiotics. At the same time, NIR-MOF 2 can be applied as the first example of MOFs-based sensors for discriminating l-arginine from other amino acids through the "turn-on" mode in the near-infrared emission region.